Newsletter 6, October 2016

Annual Event 2016: Streetworks Decision Support System
Assessing the Underworld (ATU) held its fourth annual meeting on 15th
September 2016 at the British Geological Survey, Nottingham. The event
attracted over 80 project partners from both academia and industry.
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The 2015 ATU annual meeting was primarily driven by technical project
updates and practitioner discussions, with the ATU team serving as
facilitators. The 2016 annual event had a focus on practitioner
requirements, planned facility and implementation of ATU’s Decision
Support System (DSS). The event also featured an exhibition area for
practitioners and the ATU team (Figures 1 and 2) to showcase both
products and examples of recent innovation.
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 Jen Muggleton (University of Southampton) then presented the first of two presentations highlighting progress in the development
of sensor technologies specifically for Vibro-Acoustics (WS2) and Buried Utility Infrastructure (WS5). The presentation covered
work ranging from preliminary ultrasonic experiments for ground condition monitoring using an ultrasonic void detection method to
the assessment of buried pipework using a pipe vibration method, and included field trials, analysis and results.
 Phil Atkins (University of Birmingham) presented progress in the development of sensor technologies specific to Passive Electromagnetics (WS3a), High Frequency EM & GPR (WS3b), and Non-Contact Electrical Resistivity (WS3c). The presentation highlighted research into a low-cost sensor approach for road surface condition monitoring and accompanying field trials on an asphalt
surface, the development of an optimised coupler array to detect cable electromagnetic signals, transmission line antenna scanning, and crack and void detection in pavement structures.
 Vania Dimitrova (University of Leeds) and Helen Reeves (BGS) presented the foundations of the ATU Decision Support System in
its current evolutionary form. The DSS aims to ensure that streetworks decision-making is informed by comprehensive, coherent
and accurate information on the condition of the buried and surface infrastructures, using a common assessment framework, and
of the likely consequences of choosing different options. The DSS forms a primary output from the whole ATU Team.

Poster Elevator Pitches
After lunch, the technical progress of the different ATU work stream (WS) packages were presented in a poster
session with a 2 minute elevator pitch. This provided the delegates with much more detail on the progress. You
can download a copy of the posters by clicking on the poster title below:
 WS2 (University of Southampton): Vibro-Acoustics
 WS3a (University of Southampton): Passive Electromagnetic Techniques
 WS3b (University of Bath) - Poster 1: High Frequency Electromagnetic and GPR Techniques
 WS3b (University of Bath) - Poster 2: High Frequency Electromagnetic and GPR Techniques
 WS3c (University of Birmingham): Non-Contact Electrical Resistivity Techniques
 WS4a (University of Birmingham): Road & Geotechnical Infrastructure
 WS4b (BGS): 4D ERT Monitoring of Water Pipe Leakage During a Controlled Field Experiment
 WS5 (University of Sheffield): Preliminary Ultrasonic Experiments for Ground Condition
 WS6 (All Universities): Integrated Inter-Asset Management of Street Works
 WS7 (University of Leeds): Infrastructure Asset Ontologies
 WS8 (University of Birmingham): Sustainability Costing Model for Streetworks in Urban Environments
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Breakout Sessions: The ATU DSS Approach To Streetworks
The breakout sessions debated ‘solutions’ that could become the focus of an application of the ATU DSS - Options
and Consequences of Streetworks, A Framework to provide Decision Support. The DSS presentation earlier
in the day aimed to illustrate how knowledge and data could be combined to provide an integrated view capturing the
connections and dependencies between surface (e.g.
roads) and underground assets (e.g. utility and ground).
The adjacent scenario shows an example of how the
DSS could ensure that streetworks decision-making
is informed by comprehensive, coherent and
accurate information on the condition of the
infrastructures, using a common
assessment
framework, and how it might prevent urban
infrastructure sustainability problems that overlook
asset interdependencies.
The opening breakout session discussion was led by
Barry Clarke (University of Leeds) to provide the all
important context. The aim of the breakout sessions
was to improve the above scenario and articulate
decisions that the DSS can support.
The questions to be discussed were:
Q1: What are the top 5 questions / issues that you would want the DSS to answer?
 Main decision triggers requiring decision support:
 Cracking, ravelling, rutting, depression, heave, wet patch, potholes, subsidence, water pressure loss.
Q2: Suggest another scenario where urban infrastructure sustainability problems can be prevented using data and
knowledge about the underground assets (note that the scenarios should include more than one asset).
 Recurring scenarios during discussions:

 Ground, pipes, cables, environmental stresses, road structure, tunnel, green infrastructure.
Q3: How could you see the decision support system aiding your daily role / work if developed further?
 It would help manage the tension between the need for quick decisions and the need for analytical decision processes.
 It would help manage the tension involving managerial need for action and the need for the safest execution of decisions
that may be bold and risky.
Q4: What do you see are the drawbacks of the presented decision support system concept?
 The merging of the different data types required by the DSS and how they can be quantifiable, and the difficulty that will
be experienced in collecting all the required data. Data / information sources: geological, weather / climate, geotechnical,
geophysical, utilities, excavation permits, streetworks, mineral resources.
 The difficulty experienced as a result of lack of technology knowledge in users of the DSS.
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Outcomes of Discussions During Breakout Sessions
Key outcomes of the discussions that focussed on the architecture of the ATU DSS and its utilisation in
inter-asset management in practice:
 The key outcome was that the ATU DSS ought to be a codified forensic investigation, requiring input from

experts to provide the basis of the guidance which would allow utility / streetworks operators to manage their
assets by providing information on the context of their proposed activities. However, ATU aims to develop this
further into a systems approach to managing the sub-surface in its fullness.

 The ATU DSS principles to be incorporated as a consequence of the discussions are:
 The DSS should be operated by the asset owner, client or their representatives.

 The major assets that ought to be considered include roads, utilities, the ground and the environment.
 Collaborations should be established with various bodies to access field data / information.
 Considerations should be made to incorporate anthropogenic and environmental processes that trigger

mechanisms that can lead to failure.
 All possible actions should be included, and in particular the DSS should recommend different
technological approaches to the user for consideration as well as flagging up possible risk.
 The DSS should be able to reconcile local (e.g. regulation) and broader (e.g. climate) drivers with local
streetworks infrastructure decisions, i.e. inform and prompt consideration of their implications.
 The DSS should have the flexibility to identify and incorporate preliminary and further investigations, i.e.
robust classification schemes for the geotechnical infrastructure properties (The Ground Model)
incorporating geophysical, geotechnical and other ‘geo’ indices.
 The DSS should provide suitability guidance for near-surface geophysical surveys and accompanying
confidence levels in the different surveying technologies, in accordance with PAS128.
 A structured approach to policy guidance for integrated ground assessment for the end user needs to be
incorporated into the DSS.
 The DSS should have the capability to produce, export and import BIM information models. Adoption of
BIM requirements for utility infrastructures — getting the data protocols agreed and correct — is key to its
uptake across the industry and beyond.
 The DSS should have the capability to share application data with the Digital National Framework (DNF)
and thus leverage this still expanding repository.
 The outcome of the DSS would ideally be a priority list of actions for consideration by the user based on
investigations, expert knowledge and possible courses of action leading to iterations of a sustainability
costing model for future proofing streetworks (i.e. one that takes account of transport, geotechnical and
utilities infrastructure).
The annual meeting was deemed a success, with participants pleased with the format of the
event and the opportunity to provide feedback on priority concerns for supporting decision
making for a more sustainable approach to streetworks using novel sensor technologies for
assessing the underworld.
In order that our research is properly informed, it is important for us to engage with a range of
industries, including practitioners, utility providers, contractors and consultants. We therefore
ask that you continue to support the research — your opinion is immensely valuable to us.
ATU project partners continue to grow in number and sector diversity. If you are interested in
becoming a project partner, please contact the ATU project manager Mark Hamilton.

The final ATU project event is to take place in late 2017. Look out for announcements
early next year. Contact Mark Hamilton for more information.
For further information please see the Assessing the Underworld website: http://assessingtheunderworld.org
or contact Mark Hamilton, the ATU project manager, via email at: M.Hamilton.3@bham.ac.uk
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